In the present paper we consider special classes of tensor-multi-scalar theories of gravity whose target-space metric admits Killing field(s) with a periodic flow. For such tensormulti-scalar theories we show that if the dynamics of the scalar fields is confined on the periodic orbits of the Killing field(s) then there exists a new type of compact objects -the tensor-multi-scalar solitons formed by a condensation of the gravitational scalars. The existence of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons is proven by solving the fully non-linear eigenvalue problem which follows from the dimensional reduction of the field equations of tensormulti-scalar theories of gravity. The mass of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons can range at least from the mass of a neutron star to the mass of dark objects in the center of the galaxies in dependence of mass(es) of the gravitational scalars and which sector of massive scalars is excited. These facts show that the tensor-multi-scalar solitons could have important implications for the dark matter problem. The existence of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons points towards the possibility that the dark matter, or part of it, is made of condensed gravitational scalars.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important and long standing problems in modern physics is the dark matter problem. Although a lot of efforts have been devoted to this problem the nature of dark matter is still a mystery. There are many dark matter candidates, though currently there is no evidence for any of them. There are however strong indications that dark matter, or majority of it, is nonbaryonic in nature. Because dark matter has been observed only indirectly via its gravitational field, it must barely interact with ordinary baryonic matter and electromagnetic radiation. This fact points towards a possible connection of dark matter or part of it with fundamental fields which mediate the gravitational interaction. Natural candidates of gravitational theories that could directly be related to dark matter are the tensor-multi-scalar theories [1] . In these theories the gravitational interaction is mediated not only by the spacetime metric but also by additional real scalar fields. In the physical Jordan frame these gravitational scalar fields do not interact directly with the baryonic matter and with the electromagnetic field, i.e. in certain sense they are dark in nature. Hence it is natural to assume that there is a possible connection between the gravitational scalars and dark matter (or part of it).
In the present paper we show that in certain classes of tensor-multi-scalar theories if we allow the gravitational scalars to be dynamical and if their dynamics in the target-space manifold is properly constrained, then there exist a new type of compact objects which are soliton-like solutions to the vacuum field equations of the tensor-multi-scalar theories. We call these solutions tensor-multi-scalar solitons. Since there is no direct interaction between the gravitational scalars and the electromagnetic field the tensor-multi-scalar solitons are dark in nature. In agreement with the present day observations their mass can range at least from the mass of a neutron star to the mass of dark objects in the center of the galaxies in dependence of mass(es) of the gravitational scalars and which massive sector is exited. These facts show that the tensor-multi-scalar solitons could have important implications for the dark matter problem. The existence of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons points towards the possibility that the dark matter or part of it is made up by condensed gravitational scalars.
II. TENSOR-MULTI-SCALAR-THEORIES AND CONSERVED CURRENTS
In the tensor-multi-scalar theories of gravity [1, 2] , as we mentioned, the gravitational interaction is mediated by the spacetime metric g µν and N real scalar fields ϕ a which take value in a coordinate patch of an N-dimenional Riemannian target-space manifold E N supplemented with (positively definite) metric γ ab (ϕ). In the Einstein frame the general action of the tensor-multiscalar theories of gravity is given by
where G * is the bare gravitational constant, ∇ µ and R are the covariant derivative and the Ricci scalar curvature with respect to the Einstein frame metric g µν , and V(ϕ) ≥ 0 is the potential of the scalar fields. In order for the weak equivalence principle to be satisfied the matter fields, denoted collectively by Ψ matter , are coupled only to the physical Jordan metricg µν = A 2 (ϕ)g µν where A 2 (ϕ) is the conformal factor relating the Einstein and the Jordan metrics, and which, together with γ ab (ϕ) and V(ϕ), specifies the tensor-multi-scalar theory. The Einstein frame field equations corresponding to the action (1) are the following
where T µν is the Einstein frame energy-momentum tensor of matter and T is its trace. γ a bc (ϕ) are the Christoffel symbols with respect to the target-space metric γ ab (ϕ). We shall consider here only the vacuum case with T µν = 0.
In order to avoid unnecessary technical complications we shall focus on the N = 2 case. Nevertheless our approach presented below is general and, up to some technical details, is applicable to the case with arbitrary N. We shall consider a special class of tensor-multi-scalar theories which is defined as follows. We require that the metric γ ab (ϕ) admits a Killing field K a with a periodic flow and also, A(ϕ) and V(ϕ) be invariant under the flow of the Killing field K a , i.e.
The existence of a such Killing field gives rise to a conserved current 1 J µ which in the Einstein frame is given by
Its Jordan frame version isJ
where
follows from the fact that K a is a Killing field for γ ab (ϕ), the field equations (2) and from
A more explicit description of our requirements is the following. Since the target-space manifold is 2-dimensional, there exists a coordinate patch, the so-called isothermal coordinates, in which the metric γ ab (ϕ) can be written in the form
In these coordinates the Killig field with the periodic orbits is explicitly given by
In order for K to be a Killing field Ω must depend on ϕ a through the combination ψ where
The same applies to A(ϕ) and V(ϕ), i.e. A = A(ψ) and V = V(ψ).
In the present paper, in order to be more specific, we shall focus on maximally symmetric E 2 . In this case the isothermal coordinates are globally defined and
where the constant κ is the Gauss curvature of E 2 . The spherical geometry corresponds to κ > 0, the hyperbolic geometry to κ < 0 while the flat geometry is given by κ = 0.
III. TENSOR-MULTI-SCALAR SOLITONS

A. Basic equations
The main question we want to answer is whether there exist strictly static (in both Einstein and Jordan frame), completely regular and asymptotically flat solutions to the vacuum equations of the tensor-multi-scalar theories with localized energy, i.e. soliton type solutions. By strictly static spacetimes we mean spacetimes admitting everywhere timelike hypersurface orthogonal Killing field ξ. If the gravitational scalars ϕ a inherit the static symmetry of spacetime, i.e. the Lie derivative L ξ ϕ a = 0, then no nontrivial soliton solutions can exist [3] . In the present paper we show that in certain classes of tensor-multi-scalar theories if we allow the gravitational scalars to be dynamical and if their dynamics in the target-space manifold is properly constrained, then there exist soliton solutions to the vacuum field equations of the tensor-multi-scalar theories. As mentioned above we call these solutions tensor-multi-scalar solitons.
A necessary condition for the existence of solitons is L ξ ϕ a = 0 or in simple words the scalar fields (or part of them in the general case) should be dynamical. From a physical point of view in order for the solitons to exists the scalar field dynamics should be periodic in time and this is naturally satisfied if the dynamics of the scalar fields is "confined" on the periodic orbits of the Killing field K a . In geometrical terms this can be expressed in the following way
where ω is nonzero (real) constant. With this condition imposed one can check that effective energy-momentum tensor T
One more consistency condition that must be satisfied is the Ricci staticity condition R[ξ] ∧ξ = 0 where R[ξ] = ξ µ R µν dx ν is the Ricci one-form andξ = ξ µ dx µ is the Killing one-form naturally corresponding to the Killing field ξ. In view of (7) the Ricci staticity condition reduces toĴ
We have to mention that our requirements automatically ensure that the Jordan frame metricg µν = A 2 (ϕ)g µν is also static. This follows from the fact that conformal factor
In general not all solutions of (7) satisfy (8) . A physically natural solution to (7), for which the condition (8) is also satisfied, is given by
where t is the time coordinate adapted to the Killing field ξ, i.e. ξ = ∂ ∂t , and x i are coordinates defined on the hypersurface Σ orthogonal to ξ.
In what follows we will focus on static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spactimes. In this case the spacetime metric takes the usual form
where t is the time coordinate adapted to the Killing field ξ and the scalar field ψ depends on the radial coordinate r only, ψ = ψ(r). Taking into account all the above constructions, the dimensionally reduced vacuum field equations are the following
It is worth commenting on an alternative description/interpretation of our construction. Under the assumptions we made the Einstein frame field equations of the N = 2 tensor-multiscalar theories are formally equivalent to the Einstein equations coupled to a (massive and selfinteracting) complex scalar field Ψ = ϕ 1 + iϕ 2 = ψe iωt with an exotic non-minimal kinetic term. From this formal point of view the tensor-multi-scalar solitons in the Einstein frame can be viewed as some sort of boson stars made of an exotic complex field. In this description/interpretation the conserved current (3) could be interpreted as a Noether current associated with the global U(1) gauge transformations Ψ → Ψe iα with α being a constant. The description/interpretation in terms of a complex field is appealing from a physical point, however it also suffers from serious drawbacks. This description is specific for N = 2 and there is no natural extensions to higher dimensions with N ≥ 3 in the general case. When we consider the presence of matter the description/interpretation in terms of one (or more) complex scalar field(s) only is either impossible or rather problematic in the general case with N ≥ 3 [4] . That is why we prefer to use here the general geometrical description/construction instead of introducing an effective exotic complex field.
The conserved current (3) leads to the conserved charge q given by
where h is the determinant of the metric h µν induced on Σ. It should be noted that the conserved charges in the Einstein and in the Jordan frame are the same, q =q. In the spherically symmetric case under consideration we have
B. Numerical results
Let us return to the system (11) of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The natural boundary conditions for (11) are as follows. The asymptotic flatness requires Φ(∞) = Λ(∞) = ψ(∞) = 0. The absence of a conical singularity at the center r = 0 imposes Λ(0) = 0. Regularity at the center requires ψ ′ (0) = 0. We also specify ψ(0) = ψ c . With these boundary conditions the system (11) forms a non-linear eigenvalue problem for ω. Even more, in the present paper we will be interested only in zeronodes solutions for ψ(r), i.e. in the lowest eigenvalue ω. We solved numerically the eigenvalue problem for the following potential consistent with our requirements
where m is the mass of the scalar fields and λ (4) is parameter governing the ψ 4 -self-interaction of the scalar fields. This Einstein frame potential is natural from physical point of view and in addition it is universal for all tensor-multi-scalar theories, i.e. it is independent from A(ϕ). It is also more convenient to consider the conserved charge Q = mq instead of q. In presenting the numerical results it is convenient to use the normalized mass M/( The mass M of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons is defined as the ADM mass in the Einstein frame. Since the scalar fields are massive and drop off exponentially at infinity the ADM masses in the Jordan and the Einstein frame coincide.
In Fig. 1 we present the normalized mass and the normalized conserved charge of the tensormulti-scalar solitons as a function of the central value of the scalar field ψ c for three values of the parameter λ = λ (4) /m 2 and for three values of the curvature κ representing the flat geometry (κ = 0), spherical geometry (κ = 1) and the hyperbolic geometry (κ = −1). From these results we can conclude that tensor-multi-scalar theories with positively curved target space produce solitons with the largest masses. The increase of the target space curvature κ leads to an increase of the soliton mass M and the conserved charge Q while the maximum mass decreases for the hyperbolic geometry with κ = −1. The increase of the self-interaction parameter λ, on the other hands, leads to an increase of the mass and the charge for fixed ψ c . In Fig. 2 we have studied in more detail the effect of varying κ for fixed λ = 0. The qualitative behavior is similar to the case of κ = ±1 in Fig. 1 -for positive values of κ the mass and the charge increases while negative κ lead to a decrease of M and Q. One can also notice that for negative κ the maximum of the mass happens at decreasing ψ c as κ decreases. Assuming that the stable solutions are the ones for smaller ψ c before the first maximum of the mass is reached, this means that for κ < 0 the range of central values of the scalar field where stable solutions exists shrinks with the decrease of κ.
Up to now all our considerations and results were general and independent from the specific tensor-multi-scalar theory. In order to calculate the physical (Jordan frame) radius of the solutions we have to specify the tensor-multi-scalar theory. Our choice of a tensor-multi-scalar theory here is conservative and is just for illustration, namely
with β = −6. The Jordan frame radius of the solitons is defined bỹ
In the right panel of Fig. 3 the mass as a function of the normalized Jordan frame radius mR S is plotted. Results for three values of λ and for κ = 0, ±1 are shown. As expected, the qualitative behavior is similar to the one observed in Fig. 1 -the increase of λ and κ leads to an increase of the mass. The maximum mass is also shifted to larger radii with the increase of λ.
We have observed more than one extrema of the mass for increasing ψ c and every extremum is supposed to be connected with a change of stability of the solutions. Indeed, as one can see in the left panel of Fig. 3 where the mass as a function of the conserved charge is plotted, the extrema of the mass correspond to cusps in the M(Q) diagram. In this figure only one representative value of κ = 1 is plotted in order to have better visibility of the cusps, but the qualitative behavior is the same for all other calculated values of κ. This leads to the conclusion that most probably the branch of solutions before the first maximum of the mass is reached, is stable. Of course a more rigorous answer can be given only after the linear stability of the solutions is examined and such a study is underway.
So far the mass of the scalar fields m was arbitrary. In order to get some insight into the values of the mass M of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons we have to constrain the possible values of m from the observations. The possible constraints on m depend very strongly on the particular scalar-tensor theory, i.e. on (γ ab (ϕ), V(ϕ), A(ϕ)). Binary pulsars provide some of the tightest current constraints on scalar-tensor theories of gravity. However, the tensor-multi-scalar solitons exist for all tensor-multi-scalar theories even for those where the scalar fields are not excited neither in neutron stars nor in the weak field limit. For such theories no constraints can be imposed by the observations. A simple example of such a theory is the massive theory A(ϕ) = e βψ n with n ≥ 3 and even the massive theory (15) with β > 0 when the equation of state of the neutron star matter satisfies the natural condition ρ > 3p. In these cases the mass M of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons can range in an extremely wide interval reaching even the typical masses of the galaxies if we assume very small values of m of the order of 10 −23 eV. For some particular theories and under additional requirements a rough estimate of the soliton mass M is possible. Such a theory is (15) with β < 0 and λ (4) = κ = 0. In this particular case, provided that the neutron stars are scalarized, a rough constraint on the mass m can be obtained as in [5, 6] , namely 10 −16 eV < m < 10 −9 eV. The lower bound guaranties that emitted scalar radiation is negligible while the upper bound guaranties the mass term does not prevent the scalarization of the neutron star. Then for a theory under consideration we find 0.1M ⊙ < M < 10 6 M ⊙ . When the self-interaction is switched on in our theory, the deviation from GR decreases if one increases the value for the parameter λ (4) in the self-interaction term. This can reconcile even wider range of values for the scalar-field mass m with the observations [7] . It is worth mentioning that when N is large enough and γ ab (ϕ) admits several Killing fields K L with periodic orbits then the different ψ L can be characterized by different masses m L . This in turn means that the tensor-multi-scalar solitons can have various masses M in dependence of which massive L-sector is excited.
The above considerations show that, in agreement with the present day observations, in the general case the mass of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons can range at least from the mass of a neutron star to the mass of dark objects in the center of the galaxies, and even to mass of the galaxies in dependence of mass(es) of the gravitational scalars and which massive sector is excited.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present paper we proved numerically the existence of a new type of compact objects within the framework of certain classes of tensor-multi-scalar theories of gravity whose target space metric admits Killing field(s) with a periodic flow. These new compact objects, called tensormilti-scalar solitons, are soliton solutions made of condensed gravitational scalars. Since there is no direct interaction between the gravitational scalars and the electromagnetic field the tensormulti-scalar solitons are dark in nature. In agreement with the present day observations their mass can range at least from the mass of a neutron star to the mass of dark objects in the center of the galaxies (and even more) in dependence of mass(es) of the gravitational scalars and which massive sector is excited. These facts show that the tensor-multi-scalar solitons could have impor-tant implications for the dark matter problem. The existence of the tensor-multi-scalar solitons points towards the possibility that the dark matter is made of condensed gravitational scalars. This possibility is very intriguing and will be investigated further in future publications. Since the ordinary matter is also a source of the gravitational scalars, in some cases one could expect a nontrivial correlations between the ordinary matter and the dark matter described by the tensormulti-scalar solitons.
Finishing let us mention that our investigations show that there also exist mixed configurations of tensor-multi-scalar solitons and relativistic (neutron) stars [4] . Even more, our preliminary studies show that there exist mixed configurations of rotating (Kerr-like) black holes and tensormulti-scalar solitons which are characterized by their mass, their angular momentum and the conserved charge associated with the conserved current (3) [8] , similar to the black holes reported in [9] .
